ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ ﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﻤﻼﺑﺲ ﻗﺪﯾﻤﺎ و ﺣﺪﯾﺜﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻠﻐﺔ اﻻﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ
Clothes between past and now
To talk about heritage and ancient ways of living in the present day, it became something that is not mentioned, beca
use of the specter of the technology, and civilization that has touched all aspects of our daily lives, at all levels, espec
ially where the cultural level, I sensed in the traditional Our punishment has been transformed into a mere Textile pla
ced in museums, and turning our food the old to the modern health only, and invaded and traditional entertainment, i
nternet technology, but all this does not mean that touched on to talk about the old ways of Algerians live and how th
ey are now, and why not, if we were to give a simplified idea of how the future will, All of this we will address in ou
r research that this simplified hope to be at the required level .
Keeping pace with civilization and development and fashion and the latest fashion to make of our forgotten and beca
me in some Algerian youth something of no value to him, this, which forced us to consider in what was wearing an o
ld Algerian, and how the evolution of the shares recently
a. In the Past :
The Algerian old civilization today is not known Young people and Alrjalilpson the same clothes, and on either end,
His clothes were Alakechbi, and Albernos as prevailing at that time as well as find the turban, Alguendorp.
As for women, so be celebrities: Hayek is the color white for the villages and small towns, either
Balnsppaly major cities and capitals, knows us, so Malmlaip colored black
b. In the present:
Did not leave us nothing called civilization heritage, we have become slaves to fashion alphabet can not find an Alge
rian woman, young or processions, but to them, it appeared we Stylat such as: hip-hop, rock, and Classic and sports
wear and other clothing St yles Into the future:
I can not give a look at or predict Because in the evolution of fashion, and we as young people in its regard, and foll
owed step by step, in short I think As a member of this community and a young woman of this age, that the clothes
will be worse

